Predator avoidance and foraging often pose conflicting demands. Animals can decrease mortality risk searching for predators, but searching decreases foraging time and hence intake. We used this principle to investigate how prey should use information to detect, assess and respond to predation risk from an optimal foraging perspective. A mathematical model showed that solitary bees should increase flower examination time in response to predator cues and that the rate of false alarms should be negatively correlated with the relative value of the flower explored. The predatory ant, Oecophylla smaragdina, and the harmless ant, Polyrhachis dives, differ in the profile of volatiles they emit and in their visual appearance. As predicted, the solitary bee Nomia strigata spent more time examining virgin flowers in presence of predator cues than in their absence. Furthermore, the proportion of flowers rejected decreased from morning to noon, as the relative value of virgin flowers increased. In addition, bees responded differently to visual and chemical cues. While chemical cues induced bees to search around flowers, bees detecting visual cues hovered in front of them. These strategies may allow prey to identify the nature of visual cues and to locate the source of chemical cues.
Introduction
Foraging animals can reduce mortality using sensory information to evaluate predation risk and reducing exposure to predators [1] . Predator avoidance has important ecological and evolutionary consequences, as it can affect the pattern of interactions within communities [2] and determine the strength of trophic cascades through indirect behavioural effects [3] . Nonetheless, research on this topic presents important biases and some aspects of how animals use sensory information to assess predation risk have been relatively neglected. Thus, although information about the presence of predators is received through several sensory channels, mostly in form of visual and chemical cues [4] , most studies of anti-predator decision making consider a single sensory modality [5] . Besides, research on how animals use different sensory modalities to assess predation risk has focused mainly on the threat-sensitivity (graded response in relation to the magnitude of risk) [6] and sensory-compensation (compensation for poor information in one sensory modality by increasing reliance on another sense) [7] hypotheses-which revolve around the ideas that redundancy increases the reliability of cues, and that the efficiency of cues is habitat-specific.
If it is true that information loss during transfer depends on the sensory channel combination, a more important difference is that visual and chemical cues convey different information [8] . Yet, little effort has been devoted to study the information content of predator-related cues and the extent to which different cues trigger different behavioural responses-rather than responses of different intensity. Although visual cues have higher resolution in time and space [9, 10] , for many taxa they are also more ambiguous than chemical cues [11] . In particular, animals with poor visual resolution may find it difficult to discriminate between predatory and harmless species on the basis of visual cues alone. We should, therefore, expect prey to respond differently, and not just at different intensities, to the presence of visual and chemical cues: if the nature of the cue is ambiguous, we would expect prey to seek confirmation of potential threats; whereas if the ambiguity resides in the spatiotemporal origin of the cue, prey should try to locate the predator.
Solitary bees constitute an ideal system to study the mechanisms of predator avoidance. Bees use chemical and visual information during foraging [12] . Particularly in solitary bees, there is a very tight link between foraging efficiency, predator avoidance and fitness [13] . As a result, bees have evolved predator-avoidance strategies [3, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] and respond to the trade-off between minimizing predation risk and maximizing foraging efficiency [19] . Furthermore, it is known that chemical information plays an important role in risk assessment: the response of bees to ambushing crab spiders changes when chemical cues are removed [20] , and social bees release alarm pheromones to mark flowers where a predator is hidden [14, 21] . Finally, it is easy to study bees in their natural habitat without interfering with their foraging activity. Studying predator avoidance in the field-rather than in the laboratory-is important because animals can perceive the laboratory environment as very dangerous, a perception that can affect the outcome of experiments [7, 22] .
While empirical studies on the use of different sensory modalities to assess predation risk have focused on the issues of additivity and sensory compensation, theoretical investigations of anti-predator behaviour normally look at the relationship between predation risk and optimal behaviour [23] . Models typically assume that prey have perfect information of predation risk and ignore the process of risk assessment [24] . In this paper we concentrate on how prey use predator-related visual and chemical cues to detect, assess and respond to predation risk. To integrate our work into an optimal foraging perspective, we first developed a mathematical model to determine how environmental parameters affect the time that bees should spend examining flowers prior to deciding whether to land on them. We then examined in the field the behaviour of female solitary bees, Nomia strigata, visiting flowers with and without visual and chemical cues from predatory, Oecophylla smaragdina, and harmless, Polyrhachis dives, ants. We had previously confirmed, using gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS), that the two ant species differed in the profile of cuticular volatiles they emitted. If bees were able to discriminate between the two ant species, they should treat P. dives flowers as safe flowers. Otherwise, they should treat them as dangerous flowers. The model predicted that bees should spend more time examining flowers that they perceive as riskier and that the probability of false alarms should decrease from early morning to noon as resources become depleted. As for the nature of the response, chemical cues indicate that a predator is, or has been, near the flower [8] . Chemical cues should, therefore, induce bees to search for predators. Visual cues, on the other hand, indicate that the flower is occupied by another individual. In response to visual cues, bees should attempt to determine whether the flower occupant is dangerous or harmless.
Material and methods (a) Model description
In this section, we offer a verbal description of the model. A detailed mathematical treatment is provided as electronic supplementary material, appendix SI. The aim of the model is to calculate the predator-avoidance strategy that maximizes the expected fitness of female solitary bees. We first develop a basic model to study the optimal relationship between examination time and environmental parameters, ignoring the effect of distinct predator cues. We then extend the basic model in two directions: introducing predator cues and variability in the reward offered by different flowers.
The basic model assumes that, upon approaching a flower, bees can spend a certain time examining it prior to deciding whether to land or move on and search for a new flower. Flower examination decreases the uncertainty concerning the presence or absence of a predator at the flower, and given enough time a bee could be certain that the flower does, or does not, harbour a predator. However, a bee that spends a long time examining each flower will visit few flowers per day-there is a trade-off between increasing intake rate and decreasing predation risk-so the optimal strategy will normally consist of collecting only partial information. We model information acquisition as a Bayesian-like process. Upon approaching a flower, bees have a prior expectation that the flower harbours a predator. This prior expectation depends on the abundance of predators in the environment. Information is updated during flower examination, leading to a posterior expectation that the examined flower harbours a predator. Because examination is a stochastic process, the posterior expectation is not fully determined by the presence or absence of a predator at the flower. Rather, it is a random variable, and its mean and variance depend on whether the flower harbours a predator, and on the amount of time invested in examining the flower. Longer times lead to more accurate expectations. Finally, the predator-avoidance strategy of bees, in this cue-free basic model, is defined by two parameters: flower examination time and a rejection criterion-essentially, a value of the perceived level of threat above which bees abandon flowers without landing.
Ignoring other sources of mortality and resource limitation, the expected fitness of a female solitary bee will be the number of eggs she can provision before dying [13] . We assume that bees have a fixed lifespan, so that the number of eggs they can lay, if they manage to avoid predation, is determined by the time required to provision eggs. The two components of the predator-avoidance strategy affects this time. Lower rejection criteria lead to a higher number of false alarms (rejected safe flowers), and hence higher provisioning times because bees must visit more flowers to provision an egg. The effect of examination time on provisioning, however, is more subtle: longer examination times tend to increase provisioning time, because bees spend more time per flower, but they can decrease the number of false alarms, shortening provisioning times. At the same time, however, increasing the examination time and lowering the rejection criterion increase the probability of surviving to rear an offspring. Expected fitness is an increasing function of this probability of surviving and a decreasing function of the time required to provision an egg [25] . The model is restricted to solitary bees because the relationship between foraging efficiency, survival and fitness differs between social and solitary bees [13, 26] . We consider two extensions of the basic model. First, we study how bees should respond to the detection of cues (see the electronic supplementary material, appendix SIb). For simplicity, we assume that cue detection is an immediate, all-or-none process. Furthermore, we consider a single cue type, ignoring any difference in the information that visual and chemical cues may convey. An explicit treatment of these differences would require the development of a cognitive model and is beyond the scope of this paper. Bees may detect predator cues at safe and dangerous flowers, although the probability of detecting them is greater at dangerous flowers. Thus, bees may detect visual cues at safe flowers if a harmless insect walks on the petals, and they can detect chemical cues if a predator is, or rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc R Soc B 280: 20130886 has recently been, in the neighbourhood of the flower they approach. Likewise, bees may fail to detect cues when approaching dangerous flowers. The predator may be hidden in the underside of the flower, and the wind may blow volatiles away from the approaching bee. Within this framework, we derive the optimal response of bees when the probability of detecting a cue is 0.5 þ r if the flower harbours a predator and 0.5 2 r otherwise. Note that the parameter r is tightly linked to the reliability of the cue: when r ¼ 0, cues convey no information. On the other hand, when r ¼ 0.5, cues become maximally informative.
Finally, we extend the basic model to study the optimal strategy of bees when they encounter rich and poor flowers, differing in the amount of resources they offer-in the absence of predator cues. We assume that bees can discriminate between rich and poor flowers once they are sufficiently close to them, although bees cannot discriminate between rich and poor flowers at a distance [27] , so that they encounter flowers at random (that is: bees cannot specialize in visiting only rich flowers). In this situation, the foraging strategy of bees consists of four parameters: two examination times and two rejection criteria (one pair of parameters for each flower type, rich and poor). As in the previous case, these parameters determine the probabilities of landing at safe and dangerous flowers, and from these probabilities, we can calculate average time required to provision an egg and the probability of surviving through egg provisioning. From these quantities, we can easily compute expected fitness (see the electronic supplementary material, appendix SIc).
The biology of our model species, N. strigata, is not known with sufficient detail to estimate the parameters involved in the model. For this reason, we can only use our model to make qualitative predictions (see the electronic supplementary material, appendix SId). Although we cannot experimentally measure the rejection threshold of bees, we can measure examination times and proportion of false alarms, and compare them with model predictions. Thus, we can evaluate how examination times and proportion of false alarms should change with the overall predation risk, with the conspicuousness of predators, or the number of flowers that bees must exploit in order to provision an egg.
(b) Study site and species
We tested the model comparing the behaviour of solitary bees, N. strigata, exploiting nectarless Melastoma malabathricum flowers with and without cues associated to the presence of two ant species: the predatory weaver ant, O. smaragdina and the harmless P. dives. We run two independent experiments to study the effect of chemical and visual cues. We selected this system because small bees avoid rambutan trees (Nephelium lappaceum) with O. smaragdina but not with P. dives ants [28] and, in particular, N. strigata bees exhibit strong anti-predator behaviour when exploiting flowers at M. malabathricum plants harbouring O. smaragdina nests [3] . We carried out all experimental work at MacRitchie Reservoir in the Central Catchment Nature Reserve, Singapore, from early June to late July 2010 and within a geographical range of 100 m. Because N. strigata seldom forages at plants with weaver ant nests [3] , all observations were conducted at ant-free plants on sunny, windless days during the peak activity period of N. strigata (8 : 30-12 : 00). Nomia strigata visit rate at antfree plants was on average 10.2 bees h 21 per flower. Weaver ants were the only predators that we observed attacking N. strigata bees in our study site.
(c) Effect of chemical cues
GC-MS analysis revealed that the two ant species differed in the volatile mixtures they emitted (see the electronic supplementary material, appendix SII and figure S1), offering bees the possibility to use chemical information to discriminate between them and detect predatory ants.
We bagged flowers before anthesis to prevent pollen removal by foraging bees and scent contamination by bees or patrolling ants [29] . Using forceps, we placed a living ant (O. smaragdina or P. dives, depending on the treatment) inside each bag. The ant was free to patrol the flower surface for at least 1 h. When it was time to use a flower for the observations, we removed both bag and ant, cut off the floral stem, fastened it with clips to an antfree shrub and videotaped the arrival of the first N. strigata bee to the flower. Flowers in the control treatment were subject to the same manipulation, except that no ant was introduced in the bag. Each treatment was replicated 50 times. Flowers and ants were used only once (i.e. we recorded a single bee visit per flower), and flowers were allocated to treatment sequentially (one flower per treatment), to prevent correlations between time and treatment. Although bees were not marked, to minimize the probability of using the same bee several times we conducted observations at spatially separate plants. We observed one flower at a time.
(d) Effect of visual cues
We used dead ants as visual cues. Ants (O. smaragdina or P. dives, depending on the treatment) were killed by freezing and kept for two days in a well-ventilated room before the observations. GC-MS analysis confirmed that dead ants did not differ in the cuticular volatiles they emitted (see the electronic supplementary material, appendix SII and figure S2), so that bees could not use chemical cues to discriminate between them. On the other hand, humans can easily discriminate between the two species by sight. Body size and colour are the most conspicuous differences: O. smaragdina ants (mean + s.d.: 9.50 + 0.32 mm, n ¼ 20) were longer than P. dives ants (5.60 + 0.26 mm, n ¼ 20), and this difference was a reliable indicator of ant species (t-test: t 38 ¼ 41.65, p , 0.0001). Oecophylla smaragdina ants were also more brownish than P. dives ants (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S3). In principle, then, bees could use visual cues, such as body size, to discriminate between the two ant species.
We bagged ant-free flowers as explained above. When it was time to use a flower, we removed its bag, cut off the floral stem, fastened it with clips to an ant-free shrub, glued a dead ant with a drop of Loctite Super Glue to the middle of a haphazardly selected petal of the flower and recorded the arrival of the first N. strigata bee to the flower. Control flowers had a drop of glue but no dead ant. Each treatment was replicated 50 times.
(e) Video analysis
We recorded the arrival of the first bee with a Sony DCR-SR4 Handycam camcorder. Using Picture Motion Browser, we extracted the following information from each video: examination time, and presence or absence of hovering, exploration and rejection. Examination time was quantified as the time elapsed since bees first approached within approximately 5 cm of flowers until they either landed on them or left them to search for another flower. We selected 5 cm as a standard distance from flowers because it was the approximate length at which bees halted their approach flight. Nevertheless, because the initial approach of bees to flowers was very fast, changing this distance would lead to very minor changes in examination time. We adopted the following operational definitions of hovering, exploration and rejection. A bee hovered when she performed side-to-side scans [30] in front of ants/petals during at least one second (see the electronic supplementary material, movie S1). A bee explored a flower when she approached it within 5 cm and then performed flights (not necessarily within 5 cm of the flower) under and/or around the flower (see the electronic supplementary material, movie S2). Flower approaches ended when the bee 'landed' on the flower to exploit its pollen or 'rejected' the flower and moved on to another one. Examination time was a continuous variable, whereas
(f ) Statistical analyses
We used generalized linear models (GLM) to study the effect of time of day, cue type (visual versus chemical), ant species (O. smaragdina, P. dives or no ant-control) and the interaction between cue type and ant species on the following response variables: examination time, probability of rejecting flowers, probability of hovering and probability of exploring flowers. For the examination times, the GLM had gamma distribution and inverse link function, whereas for the probabilities they had binomial distribution and logit link function. Unless otherwise specified, analyses were performed using R v. 2.15.0 [31] . We applied type II log likelihood ratio (LR) tests-function ANOVA (model, type ¼ 'II', test.statistic ¼ 'LR')-to calculate significance levels and used planned contrasts-function contrast (model, list 1, list 2)-to make pairwise comparisons between groups.
To compare examination times prior to the rejection or acceptance of flowers with dead O. smaragdina ants, we performed a GLM on log-transformed data, using bee decision (rejection versus acceptance) as fixed factor and time of day as covariate.
In four out of six experimental groups, all bees eventually landed on the flower they approached, preventing the algorithm implemented by R to converge. For this particular test, we, therefore, calculated model likelihood as explained by [32] , set the probabilities of rejection equal to 0 in the four groups where all flowers were accepted and estimated the remaining parameters using the Solver command of Microsoft EXCEL 2010. As in previous cases, we used LR tests to calculate significance levels. Data are available in the electronic supplemental material (see the electronic supplementary material, table S1).
Results (a) Model results
The optimal values of the examination time and rejection threshold increased with the proportion of dangerous flowers, and examination time was greater for cryptic than for conspicuous predators ( figure 1a,b) . We can, therefore, use examination time as an indicator of risk assessment: examination times should increase with the level of threat perceived by bees. The proportion of false alarms (the proportion of safe flowers that bees reject after examination) attained a maximum for intermediate values of the proportion of dangerous flowers and was also greater for cryptic than conspicuous predators ( figure 1c) . Surprisingly, the optimal predator-avoidance response was essentially independent of the number of flowers that bees must exploit to provision an offspring, although expected fitness increased as the number of flowers that must be exploited decreased (data not shown). These results imply that bees should behave similarly in rich environments, with a high level of reward per flower, and poor environments, where many more flowers must be exploited to provision an offspring. This, however, does not mean that bees should pay no attention to the reward offered by flowers, as shown by the predictions of the model for heterogeneous environments. When, within one environment, flowers differed in the reward they offered, optimal examination times and rejection thresholds were relatively similar at both flower types. For the particular example we considered, examination times were typically 10 per cent longer at more rewarding flowers, and rejection thresholds about 20 per cent greater ( figure 2a,b) . The rate of false alarms, however, was almost three times greater at poor than at rich flowers (figure 2c).
When the probabilities that safe and dangerous flowers were associated with predator cues were given by 0.5 2r and 0.5 þ r, respectively, the value of r determined the conditional probability that a flower where cues had, or had not, been detected harboured a predator. When r increased, the probability that a flower was dangerous decreased if no cues were detected and increased if cues were detected. As a result, the optimal examination time increased with r at flowers where cues were detected and decreased at flowers where no cues were detected (figure 3).
(b) Experimental results (i) Examination times
We recorded the approach of N. strigata bees to unvisited M. malabathricum flowers with a dead ant glued to a petal (visual cue) or to flowers impregnated with the smell of ants (ii) Nature of behavioural response The probability that Nomia bees explored flowers was independent of time of day (LR: x We turn now to the hovering response. Bees were more likely to hover early in the morning than towards noon (LR: x 
(iii) False alarms
All bees approaching flowers with chemical cues eventually landed on them (figure 5c). For bees in the visual-cue treatment, all bees accepted control flowers, but one bee (out of 50: 2%) rejected a flower with a dead P. dives ant, and the number of bees rejecting flowers was greatest (nine out of 50: 18%) for flowers with a dead O. smaragdina (figure 5c).
Both cue type (LR
the probability that bees rejected flowers, but the effect of their interaction was not significant (LR: x 2 2 , 0.01, p . 0.99). The probability that bees rejected flowers was greatest in the early morning and decreased as the morning progressed, the effect of time of day being statistically significant (LR:
When flowers had a dead O. smaragdina ant, examination times were shorter for bees that rejected the flower (4.97 + 4.38 s.) than for bees that eventually landed on the flower (9.18 + 7.22 s.), a difference that was statistically significant (F 1,47 ¼ 6.76, p ¼ 0.012).
Discussion
Rather than asking whether the response of prey species to different predator cues is additive, or depends on environmental condition, our experiments were designed to test whether the nature of the response depends on the information conveyed by the cues. As predicted, we found that bees spent more time examining flowers with cues from the predatory ant, O. smaragdina, than flowers without cues or with cues from a harmless ant, P. dives. Besides, bees engaged in different behaviours in response to visual and chemical cues: bees hovered in front of visual cues and explored flowers where they had detected a chemical cue. Presumably, these responses helped bees to determine whether visual cues corresponded to a predator and to locate the source of the chemical cues.
The model we have presented can help us understand a number of results, such as the increase in examination time in response to predator cues and the decrease in the rate of false alarms from early morning towards noon. Optimal examination time increases with the expectation, previous to examination, that the flower harbours a predator (figure 1). In the absence of cues, this expectation is simply the proportion of flowers harbouring predators in the patch or population. When cues are detected, however, the expectation that the flower harbours a predator exceeds the proportion of predator-harbouring flowers, triggering an increase in optimal exploration time (figure 3). The relationship between time of day and proportion of false alarms is less intuitive. While experiments were conducted on bagged, virgin flowers with a full pollen crop, the amount of pollen available at open flowers decreased exponentially with time of day [3] . Early in the morning, when flowers open, bees forage in a homogeneous, rich environment. However, as resources become depleted, the environment becomes more and more heterogeneous, with experimental flowers offering more resources than the average flower. Because, in heterogeneous environments, the frequency of false alarms should be greater for poor than for rich flowers (figure 2), the probability of false alarms should decrease from early morning to noon, as the relative value of experimental flowers increases. It should be noted, however, that we cannot conclude from our observation that the decrease in the rate of false alarms was owing to an increase in the relative value of previously unvisited flowers. Additional work would be required to confirm this mechanistic link.
The model also predicted results from previous experiments, such as the increase in exploration time and in the rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc R Soc B 280: 20130886 rate of false alarms, when predators are cryptic [19] . The model, however, failed to explain other results, and these failures are as informative as its successes. The model did not predict that visual and chemical cues should trigger different response types. By contrast, it predicted an increase in examination time, from morning to noon, which was not observed. These failures underline the need to develop dynamic cognitive models of predator avoidance. Thus, the model assumed that flower examination time would be predetermined upon arrival to a flower. In practice, it makes more sense to abandon a flower as soon as a predator has been unambiguously detected. If we are to include this feature into a model, however, the model should explicitly address the dynamic nature of information acquisition. Likewise, our model did not incorporate differences in information content from different cue types, or the possibility of choosing among several behaviours in response to perceived cues. It could, therefore, not predict that visual and chemical cues would trigger different responses. A cognitive model is better suited to incorporate these nuances. A cognitive model would also allow the incorporation of features such as learning and memory, which have been shown to play a role in predator avoidance [19, 30, 33] . If applying a cognitive model to explain the behaviour of insects may, at first, seem odd, we should keep in mind that insects are capable of performing complex cognitive tasks, such as rule learning and categorization [34] or numerosity [35, 36] . Indeed, it has been argued that brain size is more likely to be correlated with the degree of detail and precision of perception than with cognitive capacity [37] .
In our experiments, bees responded differently to visual and chemical cues associated with predatory ants. Although bees increased the time they spent examining flowers prior to landing in response to both cue types (figure 4), the behaviours they engaged during flower examination depended on the type of cue perceived. Upon detection of a chemical cue, most bees engaged in exploratory behaviour, flying around and under the flower (figure 5a). Because chemical cues have little spatiotemporal resolution [8] , detection of these cues does not necessarily imply that the flower harbours a predator-the predator may be in a nearby flower or may be already gone. It makes, therefore, sense to determine whether the predator represents a threat before abandoning the flower. Interestingly, chemical cues never led to flower rejection-bees only rejected flowers when dead ants were present. Upon detection of visual cues, however, some bees engaged in exploration and others hovered in front of the dead ant (figure 5b). The side-to-side scans performed during hovering probably helped bees fixate the image, contributing to the discrimination between predatory and harmless ants [30] .
A key step of threat assessment is the discrimination between predatory and harmless species [38] . Certain cues can be used to identify as predators individuals belonging to different taxonomic groups. Thus, a volatile in the urine of most mammalian carnivore predators triggers predator-avoidance responses in mice [39] . When predatory and harmless species are closely related, however, discrimination between them may be more difficult. For instance, wall lizards, Podarcis muralis, presented with visual and chemical cues were unable to discriminate between predatory and harmless snakes when entering a refuge [40] . In this respect, we can conclude that chemical cues provide reliable information about predator identity: N. strigata bees responded to chemical cues from the predatory O. smaragdina ant, but not from the harmless P. dives ants (figures 4 and 5) . Given the distinctness of the bouquet of cuticular volatiles from the two species (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1 ) and the highly developed scent-recognition system of bees [12] , this difference was to be expected. Visual cues, however, were less specific: visual cues from harmless ants triggered a predator-avoidance response, similar in nature, although weaker, to the response triggered by predatory ant visual cues (figures 4 and 5). Once again, this result is consistent with the limited spatial resolution and image-forming capabilities of the bee's visual system [41] .
Although the use of chemical information about risk by terrestrial insects has been questioned [9] , our results add to the growing evidence that chemical cues play a key role in predator avoidance by terrestrial insects. For instance, it has been reported that chemical cues from O. smaragdina deter fruit flies from ovipositing in mangoes on which ants have patrolled [42] , and that social bees mark with alarm signals flowers where they have been attacked by a predator [21] . Visual cues also trigger predator avoidance in bees. Bumblebees, Bombus terrestris, avoid flowers where cryptic predators lie in ambush [19] , and it has been shown that bumblebees learn to avoid specific shapes, rather than colour contrasts [30] . Likewise, honeybees, Apis mellifera, use visual cues to detect predators. Although the exact features that they use to identify predators are unknown, size, colour contrast and movement affect the probability that honeybees detected cryptic crab spiders [43] . In our experiment, N. strigata bees responded differently to the presence of dead O. smaragdina and P. dives ants. These ants differ in a number of traits, size being the most conspicuous one. Bees may have used body size to discriminate between predatory and harmless species, but it is also possible that size acts as a non-specific feature, much as the volatile in the urine of carnivores [39] , and that bigger visual stimuli, of any kind, are perceived as more threatening.
Predator avoidance has important ecological and evolutionary consequences. Predators affect the structure of food webs and ecological communities, and the indirect effects of predators, mediated by the predator-avoidance responses of their prey, are at least as strong as the direct effects, mediated by prey consumption [2, 3] . To understand these indirect effects, it is important to study the behavioural response of prey to predator cues. In the system we study, the increase in the time that N. strigata bees spend examining flowers upon detection of O. smaragdina cues explains why the foraging efficiency of N. strigata bees is higher at ant-free than at ant-harbouring plants. This difference in foraging efficiency eventually explains why large Xylocopa bees, which are not susceptible to predation from O. smaragdina ants, preferentially forage at ant-harbouring M. malabathricum plants. The preference of Xylocopa bees, in turn, explains the higher reproductive success of plants with O. smaragdina nests [3] .
